Jobs!

Cooks fancy meals for you
Assists you with purchases at the store
Makes bread, cakes, and other treats
Uses action and emotion to entertain
Helps you feel better when you're sick
Keeps your money safe
Brings you your food at the restaurant
Grows the food to feed the world
Presents insights and interpretations of life
They enforce the laws and protect the public
Helps you when you need to buy or sell a home
Cleans your teeth to keep them healthy
Passes on the knowledge to the next generation
Prepares the meat for the people to eat
Serves the country and keeps it safe
Sports hero provides entertainment and inspiration
Fixes cars, trucks, planes and trains
Designs roads, bridges, buildings, and vehicles
Protects clients' interests to the extent of the law
Companies can't make money without one
Big boss who runs the company
Explores the final frontier
Keeps track of your money and taxes
Knows the medicines you need
Buys low and sells high for a living
Supports the economy by keeping the goods moving
"Crunches" your bones to help you feel better
Professional preserver of the memories
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